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It is not if, but when…
This type of crash has and will continue to occur, even where
technology advancement such as those of following distance
mitigation systems are being used
*

Currently, technology & design considerations can
only design out the human factor so far

You may be asked at some stage in your career to consider or
assist in just such a scenario

Brief history:
Research shows crash scenarios involving a rear end impact are common place here and internationally.
Rear end crash scenarios in general are extremely prevalent and in the USA during 1999 they accounted for nearly
one third of all crashes (7). During 2000 they once again accounted for as much as 29.7% of all crash cases (2).
The writer was one of the specialist service providers on the Major Crash Investigation (MCI) (5 or more deceased)
project undertaken by the Road Traffic Management Corporation (RTMC) between 2009 and 2016. All MCI cases
nationally were attended to by the services providers, resulting in 726 cases attended to. Of these, some 66 (9%)
were some type of rear end impact. It is fair to assume that the percentage of rear end crash cases nationally,
covering all cases not just MCI level crash cases, would not be vastly different to that of international norms and
therefore presents a sizeable percentage of all crash cases.
Most typically caused by – Inattention / distracted driving (Human Factor)

Brief history:
Some of the most devastating are often where a sedan collides into the rear
of a commercial trailer, partial overlap. This type of crash is almost always
with serious or fatal consequences.
A real life high speed test of this scenario was proposed. Obtaining data from
such a crash in a controlled environment for future comparative analysis is
rarely presented. This paper presents a brief overview of the setup and
results of the high speed rear end, sedan to stationary commercial trailer.

The basics (Bullet):
A remote steering system designed and built, fitted to the sedan, good
condition 1996 model Ford Falcon sedan, 4.906 meters in length, 1.861 meters
in width and a mass of 1457 kg (Tare).

The basics (Target):
A typical used commercial trailer sourced and positioned, a flat deck, double
axle Swift trailer, 2006 model, 9.0 meters in length, 2.4 meters wide and a
mass of 6440 kilograms (Tare). Brakes engaged.

:

The charges:
• The Target and Bullet vehicle fitted with basic speed and force reading
telemetry, being a Geotab GO6 product. For the Target, the device secured to
the target at the chassis members ahead of the axles (Figure 19) and selfpowered. For the Bullet, the device internal at the rear foot well area behind
the driver`s seat, secured to the steel floor structure and self-powered

The basics (Speed):
• The target speed of 100 km/h was appointed as the majority of
regional routes where the majority of such commercial vehicles
operate between main freeways and urban areas are sign
posted at a maximum of 100 km/h, National routes at 120 km/h
as a maximum.
• The Bullet vehicle was followed by a chase vehicle, the
bullet vehicle remote control accelerated and steered from
the chase.

The road (Facilities):
• The testing facilities made use of were the Toyota South Africa, Eston test
site, an outdoor testing facility. The specific section of the facilities being
a high speed figure-of-eight, tar (Bitumous) road. The section between the
two ends being a 1000 m straight, flat, good condition section. The
specific area of positioning of the Target, at a section that has been
further widened with an extra two lanes on one side, creating a 200 meter
long layby area.

A typical situation that is mimicked:

Why consider this (Other factor):
The consideration of such a scenario almost always centres
around certain interrelated key issues that are almost always
raised in litigation – Labour - OHS / Civil Liability / Criminal
Liability (35), an issue that will be highlighted later in the paper,
however in brief are typically:

Why consider this:
• Where was the target vehicle
• Precise point of impact
• It`s lateral position in respect of the road layout
• Why was the Target vehicle at that position
• Mechanical issues?
• What was pre-crash visibility
• The line of sight of the Bullet vehicle
• What was the speed of the vehicles
• Usually the focus is on the Bullet vehicle, but may also be the Target
vehicle.

Contributions:
• Based on the above the contributions of this paper are:
• Identify the characteristic correlation with the results of the vehicles
after a crash of this manner
• Identify possible weaknesses on the Bullet and the Target that could be
improved
• Identify common evidence after such a crash has occurred
• Determine to what extent resulting evidence can be used to answer
some of the many questions that arise from this type of crash (Above)
• Provide documented record of the specific crash for further analysis if
and when required

Engineering & design factors related:
In respect of such items as:
Appropriate emergency lanes (Typically Civil)
Safe areas – Verges (Typically Civil)
Horizontal & vertical alignment – sight distance (Typically Civil)
Lighting / visibility on roads (Typically civil)
Vehicle structure strength & incompatibility (Typically Mechanical)
Speeds (Civil & Mechanical)

Alternative view:
• There is no doubt that in time with progress in technology,
detailed telemetry will be, and is already to some extent
available, secured and easily downloadable from vehicles postcrash. On-board or data that is streamed live time and stored
off-site of the vehicles (12) (37a) (37b) may be available.
Nonetheless, there will almost always be some need to do a
physical inspection and consideration of certain parameters of a
crash.
• It may be that telemetry is destroyed or partially destroyed

Some notable factors to keep in mind:
• Parameters indicated in various research, both Automotive and Aeronautical (9) (10) (11),
across the various directions of force, suggest g tolerance levels between 20 – 45g at 0.1
second crash pulse for a restrained occupant being the guiding limits of survivability.
• All research indicates that the specific issue of rear end crash scenarios reflects the same
high risk age group of 18 to 29 years of age being the high risk category (2) (6), as is also
evident with all crash types.
• Referencing to appropriate laws, standards & specifications, of such items as road
specifications, taillights, indicators, chevrons, warning triangles, underride bars and
headlights among many other is important, be these local or international

Some notable factors to keep in mind:
• The South African National Road Transport Act (NRTA) (36) dictates.
• Regulations, Rules of the road
•
•
•
•

-

304–Stopping of vehicles;
319-Hindering or obstructing traffic
298–Passing of vehicles (Overtaking)
214–Emergency warning signs (Triangles)

Impact (approx. 70% overlap):
• Figure 1 – Target - Impact overlap – external view

• Figure 2 – Bulllet - Impact overlap – Internal view

Contact

Impact sequence – slow motion:
Rear wheel lift off

Contact

Max elevation

Max elevation

Touchdown

Impact – resulting damage:
• The damage to the Target vehicle is
arguably minor to moderate and is
somewhat expected given the parameters
(Figure 9). Notably, the underride bar has
totally separated. The left side two
mounting bolts between the lower end of
the chassis bracket and underride bar
sheered. The right side chassis bracket
sheared off at the mounting point
between the main mounting bracket and
chassis itself, at the point of the welded
connection. The entire structure of the
underride bar separating from the Target
vehicle as a complete unit (Figure 8).

Impact – resulting damage:
• The damage to the Bullet vehicle is
simply catastrophic and is expected
given the parameters (Figure 8).
Notably, modern vehicles are
designed to absorb impacts and to
collapse, however to maintain the
general integrity of the occupant
compartment, this appears to have
occurred.

Damage correlation:
• With or without the rear underride bar that has detached from
the Target vehicle and remained attached to the front end of
the Bullet vehicle, the overlap contact areas can be matched to
a very fine level of accuracy, perhaps to within a few
millimetres of orientation. This is an important consideration
where the positioning of the Target and Bullet vehicles in
respect of the layout of the road and specific pre impact
positioning (Point Of Impact) is called to question.

Impact speed:
• Although the target 100 km/h was not attained, the speed reached
at 87 km/h (GPS speed) (Figure 18) was high enough to be
considered high speed.

Pre and post positions:
• All positions, pre and post vehicle and other evidential factors
were recorded with the use of a Nikon NPR352 Total Station
(Figure 7).

Impact movement (Target):
• The Target vehicle was propelled forward a distance of some 2.5 meters
along the direct centre of mass movement. A forward movement of some
2.1 m. A lateral displacement towards the left side of some 0.6 meters.
Some clockwise rotation of approximately 3.9 degrees (Figure 4).

Impact movement (Bullet):
• The Bullet vehicle moved forward a distance of some 4.0 meters along the
direct centre of mass movement. A lateral displacement towards the right
of some 2.5 meters. A forward movement of some 2.9 meters. Some
clockwise rotation of 19.6 degrees (Figure 5).

Crush (Energy):
• NOT specifically considered as part of the paper, a sensitive subject matter
especially on modern vehicles. Nonetheless, considering damages to the
vehicles in respect of measuring the damages, could provide further insight
into the speed of the vehicle. Although crush is not specifically dealt with
herein, it is reminded that this is an avenue of consideration and should
therefore see the Bullet vehicle carefully measured as is required (22)
(23).
• Cursory application of the measured damage (crush) sees a speed suggestion of 62.8
kph based on Vomhof (41) and as low as 46.3 km/h for a typical six point crush
analysis.

Typical damage measurements:

Resulting evidence (Road):
• General debris:
• Some shards of glass, paint and small Bullet vehicle
component pieces were noted as strewn around the general
area. Although these may not be specifically recorded in
each of their positions or specification, their presence is
notable and should generally be recorded as this forms part
of determining the general area of a crash. In certain cases
these could serve to assist in determining what vehicles
were involved if for example there was a colour matching or
glass fragment matching undertaken.

General debris:

Liquid evidence:
• Liquid spill – spatter & soak:
• Liquid spill, typically as a result of vessel damage, such as the
radiator, sump, water bottle and gearbox or even CV joints almost
always results from the Bullet vehicle. The initial impact of the
sump with the road surface causing rupture of the vessel and
therefore the initial liquid (oil) spill at the immediate area of the
sump and road surface contact. The movement of the Bullet from
impact to rest sees the continued deposit of the liquid debris
along this path. The resting position allowing the further draining
and development of the liquid soak patch at that point.

Liquid:

Specific evidence:
• Broken rear axle:
• Although not unseen, it is somewhat unusual to see the Axle having sustained such
catastrophic damages (Figure 9 & 16). A more common result being the laceration and
deflation of the tyre/s and perhaps even the damaging of the rims and even the damaging
of the hub and various wheel mounting components. The Axle determined as a Swift, 92
mm square solid bar axle (9 ton). Axle strength along with tyres are major factors
considered during the design of a trailer, the axle and tyre combinations being the major
factors in the permissible load mass of the trailer. The particular axle on this trailer being
that of a now defunct axle manufacturer, Swift Axles, as such no specific detailing could
be obtained for the particular model. Recording specific details of the axle could allow
for calculative indications of sheer force and therefore the detailed photography,
measuring and data plate specifications should be carefully noted.

Specific evidence:

Scratch & scrape:
• Scratches and scrapes
• Scratch and scrape marks may have greater longevity than that of other marks and therefore
may be the only evidence notable.
• Minor (yet typical) scratch and scrape marks were noted and recorded at the area of the front
left suspension area of the bullet vehicle, directly to the left of the position of the sump
contact position, the lower suspension components bottomed out against the surface.
• The trailer landing legs left very distinct marks highlighting their point of origin, their
movement as the target was propelled and subsequently their position of rest
• A relatively severe combination of scratch and scrape marks were created by the shape and
longitudinal orientation of the sump of the engine (Inline, six cylinder) of the Bullet. The sump
engaging with the road surface as the vehicle bottomed out This is a notable evidential factor
that allows the extremely accurate positioning of the Bullet vehicle.

Scratches & scrapes:

Tyre marks:
• Tyre marks:
• As the Target vehicle has moved, so the engagement of the
tyres with the road surface from their point of origin to rest
have created impact scrub marks (Figure 16). This is not
unusual in such severe crash cases. This type of evidence is
important and is arguably one of the first pieces of evidence
that will be look for. Tyre marks may be crucial evidence in
determining the exact positioning of the Target vehicle (The
tyre positioning and therefore the entire vehicle

Tyre marks:

Specific evidence:
• Separation of underride bar:
• The total separation of the underride bar as a complete unit is
somewhat unusual. It is perhaps more common that severe
bending of these is incurred or part of it is decimated / separated.
Closer inspection revealed the primary welding of the two main
mounting brackets connected to the rear main structure cross
member of the trailer (Target) was poor. Welding was only along
one edge of each bracket interface to the chassis and likewise
with poor penetration and overall concentration (38).

Separation of underride bar

Other evidence (Telemetry):
• Telemetry & data therefrom:
• The telemetry in the form of standard GPS based vehicle tracking systems
(Geotab GO6) (37A) (37B) with on board crash sensing mounted to the Target
and the Bullet vehicle was utilized. The detailed accuracy thereof not
interrogated at this stage and accepted as being reasonably accurate in
respect of the basic data. The Bullet vehicle telemetry self-orientating as the
vehicle travelled pre testing, therefore provided accurate and correct axis
direction speed readings as the vehicle progressed. (Figure 18)
• Unfortunately, impact caused a power loss to the bullet unit and therefore
further force readings and specific crash telemetry readings to the unit from
impact were not held.

Telemetry consideration (Force readings):
s1 - Fore/aft (X)

S1 X – Fore aft 5g

S2 Y – Side Side – 1.4g
s2 - Side/side (Y)

s3 - Up/down (Z)
down

S3 Z – Up down – 3.1g

Other data:
• Other evidence:
• Although easily available in a “setup” session of this nature, it is
reminded that during actual crash scenes, noting the
manufacturer’s details and the specifications of the Target and
Bullet vehicle is crucial. Necessary details would typically be
sourced from a combination of data plates, licence discs and
registration number detailing. These allow, among other factors,
details of weights, load limits, size, axle specifications and brake
specifications. Recording details of tyres on both vehicles is also
important.

Conclusions:
• The opportunity to undertake a full scale, controlled environment,
crash test of this nature is few and far between. Although in time,
improvements in technology will create modelling a crash and
considering actual crash telemetry even more accurate, a real life
crash test will always provide the ultimate results. The
documenting of such scenarios is import in the preservation of the
data, so that this may be considered in further development or
against a similar scenario analysis.

Conclusions:
• The contributions of this paper are:
• Identify the characteristic correlation with the results of the vehicles after a crash of this manner
• Clearly evident, many factors that can be identified and used to establish this have been
presented
• Identify possible weaknesses on the Bullet and the Target that could be improved
• Incompatibilities are clear evident, this supports the need for further research on this aspect
and improvement on legislation and enforcement
• Identify common evidence after such a crash has occurred
• Many different evidential factors are present and identified, these recorded and used to
establish various key factors.

Conclusions:
• Determine to what extent resulting evidence can be used to answer some of the many
questions that arise from this type of crash
• The resulting evidence would certainly provide either absolute clarity, or at least a
strong balance of probability to many of the questions posed.
• Provide documented record of the specific crash for further analysis if and when
required
• The results document, with the primary analysis being the identification of the
evidence and confirmation of SUGGESTIONS to these in academia, the use of this
evidence in further analysis such as that of specific consideration of speed through
crush (Bullet) or sheer force (Target – Axle) are considered.

Shortcoming:
• It was extremely unfortunate that no specific impact telemetry
resulted from the bullet vehicle. This serves to highlight that
where any such test are undertaken, where possible, a secondary
recording device should be employed.
• Just as in the case here, the reliance on telemetry to provide
answers should not be the case. The identification and
collection of evidence should always serve to bolster or
validate telemetry evidence.

Thank you:

